
 
 
 

Teaching and Learning Policy 
 

The Ivy Learning Trust Teaching and Learning Policy is monitored by the Local Governing Board and the Board of 
Trustees and will be reviewed annually. 
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Other Documents 
 
This policy sets out the overarching key aims principles for teaching and learning across Ivy schools. As an appendix to 
this policy, each school will have its own Teaching and Learning and individual curriculum procedures. 
The individual school procedures documents will be monitored and reviewed by the Local Governing Board. 
 
Inclusion 
 
The Ivy Learning Trust carefully considers all policies with respect to the impact on equality and the possible implications 
for pupils and staff with protected characteristics. 
 
Aims and Principles 
 
Ivy Learning Trust creates safe, supportive and engaging learning environments for its children and staff. 
We have high expectations and our staff are committed to planning and delivering learning experiences which meet the 
needs of all our children. The Trust works towards closing gaps between different groups including, but not limited to, 
PP, SEN, EAL, boys, girls, higher achievers and different ethnic groups. 
 
Creating the right Learning Culture is key to ensuring that children make good progress and achieve well. As a Trust we 
keep up to date with the very latest, evidenced-based research on effective teaching and learning and consider how 
the findings can be used to improve outcomes for our children. Our own school-based research and CPD approaches 
also contribute to creating the right learning culture across the schools. 

Values and Behaviour 

Each school teaches British Values as per the statutory guidance and also promotes their own set of values by ensuring 
that they permeate teaching, learning and all aspects of school life. 

Mindset and Learning Skills 

Ivy schools teach and promote a ‘Growth Mindset’. In line with this approach, our children are encouraged to show 
determination and resilience when drafting work towards a final piece. 

 The Trust also believes that teaching children the skills of learning (metacognition) helps them towards becoming 
independent, self-regulatory and life-long learners. 

We also teach our children to work with others to move on their learning and this can include peer assessment, talk 
partners, group work and developing the use of questioning. 

Teachers in Ivy schools use questioning effectively to move on learning, focusing on the higher order thinking (HOT) 
questions as identified in Bloom’s Taxonomy. We have an expectation for all children to take part in question sessions 
and schools may use talk partners, thinking time and ‘no hands up’ strategies to embed this. 

 
 
 
Curriculum – Statutory Guidance 
 
As an academy trust, we are not expected to follow the National Curriculum but each school ensures that ‘the 
curriculum provided is balanced and broadly based, and includes English, Maths and Science’. We also teach RE and 



provide a daily act of collective worship, in line with statutory guidance. Each school follows guidance from the DFE on 
Sex and Relationships Education, the Ivy Policy on SRE and its own school procedures. 

In addition, the following statutory curriculum requirements apply: 

• Views or theories that are contrary to established scientific or historical evidence and explanations cannot be 
taught as evidence-based 

• Evolution must be taught as a "comprehensive, coherent and extensively evidenced theory" 

• Political issues must be handled in a balanced way 

• British values, such as democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty, and mutual respect and tolerance of those 
with different faiths and beliefs, must be actively promoted 

• Principles that support equality of opportunity for all must be promoted 

Ivy Curriculum and Lessons 

The Ivy Learning Trust believes that the curriculum must be engaging and creative and that, wherever possible, 
learning should be cross-curricular with pupil voice included. Each school has individual subject expectations 
documents and the curriculum is designed to meet the needs of the school’s community. All lessons have clear 
learning outcomes as required by the subject expectations documents. 

Trips and visitors are planned in to the curriculum and effective use is made of the outdoors and all forms technology 
to support learning. 

Ready published schemes are used where it is felt they are beneficial to children’s learning and progress.  

Assessment 

Ivy is committed to ensuring that assessment drives learning. Assessment is used to inform planning and teaching both 
during and outside of lesson time. The Ivy Assessment Policy sets out expectations in more detail and each school uses 
this to form its own set of procedures. Children are encouraged to assess their own progress within lessons against the 
learning outcomes. 

Feedback 

Ivy schools ensure that children are given effective and specific feedback which allows learning to be consolidated and 
moved on. This may form part of the ‘Fast Feedback’ approach and feedback will therefore be unwritten. 

Children in Ivy Schools are encouraged to evaluate and reflect their own work and learning and also carry out peer 
assessment. Where appropriate, targets and next steps are set by the children with adult support. 

Presentation 

We have high expectations in terms of the presentation of work and expect adults and children to take care in how 
they present work in books, on sheets and on display. Each school has its own presentation or display guidelines as 
well as an approach to handwriting; this may include using a scheme, which is evaluated by the Trust. 

Home Links and Learning 
 
Although homework is not statutory, we actively work with families as partners in their children’s education. Each school 
has a home learning expectations document which sets out the approach taken.  Ivy schools meet with parents and 
carers regularly: to share work, to inform about progress and to update families on new initiatives. 
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